
Master 
of Love

Workbook. Week 3

How to truly be loved and 
love with your whole heart 
safely. 

How many times has your heart been broken 
because of misunderstanding? Or someone was 
just not ready to receive what you have to give?

How many times has your heart been broken 
because of misunderstanding? Or someone 
was just not ready to receive what you have to 
give?

It's time you are allowed to be loved.
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Week 3



Intimate relationships as mirrors and reflections. 

(Children, Yourself, Parents, Spouse or ex spouse, Brothers sisters, Friends, Pets, 
Boss or partners, Your House, Your Car, Your Money, Your Body, Your Time, 
Things you Love) 



List Intimates                                                 List Reflections of Intimates



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.



Healing your intimate relationships 


   1.  Changing your point of attraction in relationships 

   2.  Balancing of the masculine and feminine within you 

   3.  Are you being too strong? 

   4.  Are you being too weak? 

   5.  What is Love and who are you? 

   6.  Your first 7 years - Beliefs systems, judgements, traumas create the ego 
separation of self. 



Notes

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________



A relationship and partnership 
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________



The difference between twin flame and soulmate. 

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________


1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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The object of your desire and understanding obsession 

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________



Healing the Inner Child - Quantum energy medicine using a surrogate ( time 
and space) 

The inner child controls freedom and abundance - it’s time to heal yours 

Consciou sparenting____________________________________________________________

Dissolute _______________________________________________________________________

Consistency and limit based challenges 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 


How to reconcile and get your ego to work for you instead of against you



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Soul mate frequency. Creating relations that are soul mates not wound mates 
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________



The art of self obsession (without being a narcissist) 

Seeing you. The art of creation. 

I am attracted to you 

I hear you 

I see you 

I love you 

You are safe 

I put you first 

I give and receive in balance 

I desire me 

I understand me 

I work with me 

I choose me 

I compromise only with myself 

I am disciplined toward my hearts desire 

I am consistent with my body and mind 

I come first 

I am the one
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I can observe, listen to myself without judging 

Manifestation of childhood dreams 

Ego working with your heart's desire 

Higher self channeling effortlessly through your physical reality 

Ego managed image 

Inner child manages magic imagination 

Higher self governs infinite possibilities 

Ego has the credit card 

The higher self is the mall 

The inner child is at the mall desire 



Intimates - self love 

Children 

Parents 

Spouse or ex spouse 

Brothers sisters 

Friends 

Boss or partners 



Ego - What’s happening?

Inner Child - What’s being imagined? 

Higher Self - What’s the possibilities? 



Reflection work

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________



We heal through connection not attachment 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________




Week 3 - Notes

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________


